Rowley How-To Guide

Reversible Quilted Bed Throw
Learn to fabricate a reversible quilted bed throw, perfect for added style on the bed or a coverlet for a blissful
nap in our Serene Bedroom Roomscape.

Materials & Supplies
Rowley Products			

Item #

Polyester Batting			

PF78

Waxed Silamide Skeins			

TWS23/

Glass Head Straight Pins		

TP49

Curved Needles				TP75

Reversible Quilted Bed Throw: Step-By-Step Instructions
Reversible Quilted Bed Throw
•

•
•

The bed throw for this Roomscape finishes at 80" x 60",
allowing it to fall over the sides of the bed and fold in
thirds for a generous look on the bed. This also allows it
to be a coverlet to cover up with for a nap.
For the quilted appearance, a thick Dacron was used
for the filler.
Hand tacking with color blended threads adds interest
on the reversible side of the throw.
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Prepare, Cut & Seam the Bed Throw Fabrics
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Determine the finished size for your bed throw, figure pattern placement if necessary.
Cut and sew fabric widths together.
Trim Seam Allowances (SA).

Seam the Top to the Bottom & Add Dacron to the Bed Throw
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Press SAs to one side.
Place fabrics right sides together and pin.
Stitch around all four sides, leaving a hole for turning.
Place the throw on a piece of Dacron, cut to the size of the bed throw.
Before pinning and sewing, clip the corners of the Dacron.
Sew the Dacron to the bed throw, keeping the stitching within the SA.
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Hand-Tack the Layers Together to Complete the Bed Throw
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Turn the bed throw right sides out and close the hole using your method of choice.
Lay the bed throw on the table and mark for the tack points.
Using several strands of strong thread, use a curved needle to tack the layers together.
Use a square knot to tie the threads.
Clip the threads, leaving short eyelashes.
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